
Events Liability Insurance
Why choose 
this insurance

Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Are you as an event organiser jointly or individually liable for injuries and/or damages that could arise 
during or while preparing of an event?

Events 
Liability 
offer

We offer indemnity / protection from R1 to R200 million.

Client
Benefit

The insured clients are protected of the unexpected costs and expenses associated 
with events.



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often do you receive claims from third parties as a result of a loss they suffered in an event you 
were responsible for?

To pay compensation to a third party as a result of a claim first made against you.

Have clients / people / third parties been successful in a legal court case and received 
compensation for a loss they suffered at events you were hosting?

Can the following expenses and costs affect your financial stability when event’s claims are lodged 
against your business?
- Cost and expenses to investigate, defend and settle the claim
- Cost and expenses to respond to a regulatory enquiry or disciplinary process
- Cost and expenses to mitigate the financial impact of or prevent the claim or circumstance

Client
Benefit

Protect your business from unnecessary costs associated with legal claims during losses 
third parties experienced and want to hold you responsible for.

Events 
Liability 
offer

We will reimburse reasonable expenses up to R250K for 
emergency medical treatment to an employee / third party 
/ committee members/visiting sport team members for an 
injury caused.

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and 
unexpected costs and expenses for emergency medical 
treatment that extends beyond first aid or basic medical 
care during an injury for an event.

Do you have first aid medical teams on standby during events?

How often do you have serious medical injuries during events that require emergency medical 
treatment (in potentially life-threatening situations)?



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often do you receive claims that individuals indicate that they have suffered injury or loss as a 
result of defamation or wrongful arrest by you?

To protect you against defamation and wrongful arrest claim (outside employment 
practices or general public broadcast).

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and unexpected costs and expenses for 
defamation and wrongful arrest claims arising from the preparation or 
management of events.

Events 
Liability 
offer

Could extensive legal costs and expenses affect your cash flow?

Any legal costs and expenses to use for the defense of any criminal prosecution 
against you.

Do you have a designated legal department that can manage any prosecution case against you?

Client
Benefit

If there is a legal court case, the business continues, staff keep jobs, and 
unnecessary drain of your company's financial resources is avoided.

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often can claims arise after events have been completed?

Extended Claim Reporting: The policy can be extended to 
include an option to cover claims for 90 days beyond the 
actual specific event date.

Client
Benefit

For once off policies only – once the event is concluded, 
the client has 90 days to report it, which is beneficial for 
situations that arise sometime after the event. 



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often in claims arising against you, how often are services and expertise by loss adjusters & 
attorneys required?

The insured is not responsible for paying a deductible for costs and expenses – it 
only applies to damages.

Client
Benefit

Cost saving on cost and expense (ex: appointing a loss adjuster, appointing 
attorneys, legal review of the summons) for the client.

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often do people get injured beyond the medical care offered during an event?

Expenses will be reimbursed up to the value of R250,000 for emergency medical 
treatment to a third party who was injured during an accident. 

Is it important to protect your business reputation during events?

Can ad hoc / regular extensive medical costs related to serious injuries affect your financial stability?

Client
Benefit

Even with basic paramedical services being on standby during events, there could 
be a situation where the individuals could get injured during an event and this 
cover will give your company peace of mind that there will be protection in case 
of an injury that needs medical care beyond the basic first aid. 



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often do you experience damage to the venues during an event?

Damage to venue.

Is it important to protect your business against claims arising from damage to the venue during events?

Can ad hoc / regular costs for damage to venues affect your financial stability?

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and unexpected costs and expenses for 
damage to the used venue, during the preparation or management of events.

Events 
Liability 
offer

What is the risk of fire during the events?

Spread of fire.

How important is it for your business to be protected against the spread of fire during events?

Can claims arising from the spread of fire create some unexpected financial costs?

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and 
unexpected costs and expenses for the spread of fire, 
during the preparation or management of events.



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

What is the risk of collapse of scaffolding before or during the events?

Collapse of temporary scaffolding.

How important is it for your business to be protected against claims arising from such collapsing of 
scaffolding?

Can claims arising from the collapsing of scaffolding create some unexpected financial costs for your 
business?

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and unexpected costs and expenses for 
the collapse of temporary scaffolding, during the preparation or management of 
events.

Events 
Liability 
offer

Is food and drink catering part of your events?

Food & Drink.

How often has food or drink contamination caused issues for you during events?

Are third parties responsible for providing food and drink at your events?

Client
Benefit

The client is protected in cases where the food or drink 
could be contaminated and causing injury during an 
event.



Discovery Questions for the broker to uncover the client’s needs

Events 
Liability 
offer

How often do you use sub-contractors to manage & deliver events?

Sub contractors’ protection.

Do these sub-contractors have liability protection when injuries or damages arise from events?

Client
Benefit

The insured client is protected from claims and unexpected costs and expenses for 
errors or accidents by sub-contractors often beyond your control, during the 
preparation or management of events.


